Stardate 10004.23


Host Mikey says:
Last time on the USS Europa...

The Away Team entered the massive pyramid and was surrounded by a group of tall aliens... a misunderstanding led to a firefight, which is where we begin, in 10 seconds....

Host Mikey says:
<<< Begin Europa Mission - Stardate 10004.23 - 20:03 Eastern >>>

Host CO_Senn says:
COM: Phasma: Beam the AT to the shuttle, now!

EO_Teal`c says:
::fires phaser as falling backwards and hits the alien in the left hand::

TO_KTracht says:
CO : Ma'am.. I hope they remember to activate those pattern enhancers though..

Host CO_Senn says:
TO: I thought they were activated already? Hail the Phasma and let Thunder know.

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
$<Thunder> COM Europa: Aye Captain. I have a lock, and I'm getting them out now. ::initiates transport::

CEO_Trolle says:
::Scans the monitors and diagnostic reports for any new information::

MO_Essex says:
::stands in sickbay putting away the last of the medical supplies from the old med kits.. still a bit upset about the new patient's attitude::

EO_Teal`c says:
::lands on ground:: Self: how did we get into this

CMO_Foley says:
All: Okay I need everyone to clear out as I need these beds.

TO_KTracht says:
::keeps his eyes on the monitors, looking for any other beams coming from where the last one came onto the pyramid::

Host Tolmot says:
::Crouches behind a pillar.. observing the firefight::

CSO_Elaisya says:
::grabs the EO and pushes off hard flying toward the nearest pillar that sticks out form the wall::

Host CO_Senn says:
::standing in front of the viewscreen, waiting tensely::

Host Mikey says:
ACTION: The Away Team is beamed aboard the Phasma.

XO_Zaldivar says:
::heads for a pillar to put between him and the aliens::

TO_KTracht says:
COMM Phasma : Don' forget to tell the AT to activate their pattern enhancers..

XO_Zaldivar says:
::appears on the Phasma::

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
::runs deeper energy calculations on the beam::

CSO_Elaisya says:
::finds she can't fly as well when weighted down with the EO Since he's only in low gravity and falls slowly toward the ground just short of her target::

Host Tolmot says:
::Gets up ... and gestures and addresses his team, which have begun treating their wounded::

TO_KTracht says:
::smiles, as the sensor readings come to his screen:: CO : AT is safely on the shuttle ma'am..

Host CO_Senn says:
::waits:: Self: Darn it, did they get the AT or what?

Host CO_Senn says:
::sighs:: TO: Thanks K'Tracht

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
$ <Thunder> ::leaves Sovok at the  controls and heads to the back:: AT: Everyone here?

CSO_Elaisya says:
<Kelandra> Shard: well....are you going to get my root beer or what?

OPS_Taylor says:
CO: The AT is off the planet.

Host CO_Senn says:
COM: Phasma: Head back to the ship.

CMO_Foley says:
::starts to prepare the sickbay for casualties:: Natalia, prepare the sickbay to receive casualties.

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
<Shard> Yes Ma'am. ::heads to the replicator to get the prize for the demanding queen of sickbay.::

MO_Essex says:
CMO: aye sir.. ::rushes off to the medical storage with 2 other medical techs::

EO_Teal`c says:
CSO: what did they hit me with? ::a small sound of pain in voice::

XO_Zaldivar says:
COM: CMO: Doctor we have one injured crew man.

Host CO_Senn says:
::nods at OPS:: OPS: Hail the aliens... all frequencies, try the message to go out in their language. Standard UFP message, we come in peace, you know the drill. Lets hope they answer.

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
$ <Thunder> ::climbs back into the pilot's seat:: COM Europa: Understood. We're breaking from the surface and on our way up. Phasma out.

CSO_Elaisya says:
@EO: I have no idea I'm a scientist not a doctor ::grimaces and scans him anyway with her tricorder::

TO_KTracht says:
::decides to go over the sensor logs, trying to find more about those beams that traveled back and forth from the Pyramid::

OPS_Taylor says:
CO: Yes ma'am

MO_Essex says:
::the 2 techs come back in with fresh supplies and begin to prep bio-beds::

CMO_Foley says:
COM: XO: Any info on the type of injury?

XO_Zaldivar says:
$Thunder: transport EO Teal'c to sickbay please.

OPS_Taylor says:
::Opens Comm frequency::

CSO_Elaisya says:
<Kelandra> ::looks around sickbay feeling like a sore thumb:: CMO: Can I...should I help?

EO_Teal`c says:
@CSO: It hurts

Host Tolmot says:
@ ::Leans down next to his old friends, who is dying from a phaser blast::  Grrrrn... Nrrrrnnn... mrrrnn..

XO_Zaldivar says:
#COM: CMO: He was hit by an energy beam, unknown power and specifications.

EO_Teal`c says:
@::passes out from the pain::

Host CO_Senn says:
::crosses her arms, waiting, trying to figure out a way out of this mess::

OPS_Taylor says:
::Begins transmitting friendly greeting::

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
$<Thunder>  XO: Yes Sir Commander. I'll get him there safe and sound. ::swings around to the transporter controls and sets the coordinates of SB::

CMO_Foley says:
COM: XO: Acknowledged.

CSO_Elaisya says:
@ EO: It was just a small energy discharge...I would think it's similar to the ... oh he's out cold ::puts him down and hits her comm badge::

CMO_Foley says:
::looks at Kela:: That's fine, we can handle it here.

Host Tolmot says:
@ ::Gets up when a medic comes and talks with his defense team::

MO_Essex says:
::comes back into sickbay and preps the surgery area::

CSO_Elaisya says:
@ *XO*: We need medical personnel down here sir, the EO seems to be injured

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
<Shard> ::brings the soda back to the "master"s wife:: Kela: Here you go Ma'am.

CMO_Foley says:
::gets the supplies needed to treat burns and energy discharges::

XO_Zaldivar says:
$*CSO*: we are transporting him to sickbay now.

TO_KTracht says:
::frowns as the readings come back to him, and as he remember his basic matter -energy ratios:: CO : Ma'am.. I've been investigating those beams that came to and from the Pyramid.. Their signature resembles.. Our transporter beams..

Host CO_Senn says:
OPS: Any idea if they are getting the message? By the way... add that what happened was a misunderstanding and we'd like to sort it out with them. Keep repeating it.

Host CO_Senn says:
TO: I thought so.

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
$ <Thunder> ::gets a lock on the EO and beams in to Sickbay::

OPS_Taylor says:
::Sends message in all languages, all frequencies:: CO: No response so far.

Host CO_Senn says:
TO: First beam must have been something different though, like an alert to somewhere else about intruders... the second beam was to take the people to the pyramid.

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
CO: I'm at a loss as to what this beam is Captain. It's unusual to say the least. Any thoughts?

TO_KTracht says:
CO : Suggest we put a transport inhibitor in place at the top of the pyramid.. Just to prevent any more.. Surprises..

CMO_Foley says:
::waits for the EO to finish materializing then rushes to him::

CSO_Elaisya says:
<Kelandra> ::takes the root beer and looks around like a lost puppy:: Shard: I suppose we should leave. Are you going to follow me to my quarters now too?

Host Mikey says:
ACTION: Sensors on the ship detect a massive energy buildup, and rumbling (shaking) of the pyramid...

Host Tolmot says:
@  ::Redistributes his team in case the trespassers come back, also getting two of his men to set up various equipment::

Host CO_Senn says:
TO: No. This planet is not ours. I just want the shields raised the moment the shuttle is back on the ship.

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
$ <Thunder> ::the Phasma tears out of the atmosphere and aligns with the Europa::

TO_KTracht says:
All : Here we go again.. Outgoing beam..

CMO_Foley says:
::scans the EO with the main scanners::

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
::sets the sensors to get every drop of data from this beam::

MO_Essex says:
::returns to main facility with fresh medication and a hypo set:: CMO: sir.. let me get a dermal generator

Host Tolmot says:
@  ::Goes over to a panel in the wall checking on the pyramid:: Hrrrn mrr grrrn owwwannn

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
<Shard> Kela: Yes Mrs. Ahkileez. You're husband's... suggestion.

Host CO_Senn says:
OPS: Clear the shuttle to enter the shuttlebay as soon as they request it.

TO_KTracht says:
CO : Ma'am.. I suggest we move the Europa out of the way of that incoming beam....

CMO_Foley says:
MO: I've got a burn regenerator here ::uses the burn regenerator on the EO's wound::

TO_KTracht says:
CO : Just in case?

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
$ <Thunder> COM Europa: Open the bay doors, ETA 1 minute.

Host Tolmot says:
@ ::Deactivates the communications signal::

MO_Essex says:
CMO: sir.. have you checked for possible contamination from the planet? ::grabs a medical tricorder::

Host CO_Senn says:
TO: Go for it. Had I known there was a beam coming our way...

CSO_Elaisya says:
$ ::moves over to a console out of the way on the shuttle and starts scanning the pyramid's beams::

OPS_Taylor says:
::Opens shuttlebay door::<Europa> Phasma: You are cleared for shuttlebay 

CMO_Foley says:
MO: I performed a scan on him before beginning treatment. ::continues to work::

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
$ <Thunder> COM Europa: Confirmed. We're entering now. Phasma out.

TO_KTracht says:
::instructs the FCO to keep out of the trajectory of the two beams that passed already:: TO : Not yet ma'am.. It's just a.. Hunch..

OPS_Taylor says:
CO: The aliens just deactivated the COM signal.

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
$ <Thunder> ::lands the shuttle with a soft bump in one of the VIP slots::

MO_Essex says:
CMO: understood ::heads back to the surgery staging area::

Host CO_Senn says:
::frowns:: TO: Well, a good one I guess.

XO_Zaldivar says:
$::takes off his grav boots and rushes out of the shuttle to the TL::

Host CO_Senn says:
OPS: Meaning they got our message and are ignoring us now? Well, I'd be mad in their position... ::wants her XO back on the bridge::

Host Tolmot says:
@ ::Turns back to his team, who are now ready for another assault.  Makes note and then brings up external readouts::

OPS_Taylor says:
CO: Yes, ma'am.

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
$ <Thunder> ::opens the hatch:: AT: Everybody off. Pay at the door. Thank you for flying Air Phasma.

CSO_Elaisya says:
::limps out of the shuttle onto the Europa and towards the bridge::

CEO_Trolle says:
CO: if we realign the TP control frequencies we may be able to use them again like normal

OPS_Taylor says:
CO: Should I keep hailing them?

Host CO_Senn says:
OPS: Yes, keep at it. Use the algorithms the UT got from the AT... perhaps they'll turn it on again.

CMO_Foley says:
::finishes treating the EO's wounds:: MO: We should keep him under observation, to make sure there was no additional damage.

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
<Thunder> ::powers down the Phasma and heads to the lounge for a break:: Self: I wonder what Shard's doing.

XO_Zaldivar says:
::exits TL onto bridge:: CO: Reporting sir.

Host CO_Senn says:
TO: Scan the area of the pyramid, I'd like to know what is going on down there.

CSO_Elaisya says:
::steps into the TL:: TL: Bridge

OPS_Taylor says:
CO: Yes ma'am.

Host CO_Senn says:
::turns to see Zaldivar:: XO: Welcome back, Commander. Now can you tell me what happened?

TO_KTracht says:
CO: Aye Ma'am.. One thing though.. Now that we know there's someone here.. We should just leave them alone?

CSO_Elaisya says:
::slouches against the wall for a moment as she's alone until she arrives on the bridge::

Host Tolmot says:
@ ::Makes note of ship in orbit, as well as a shuttlecraft.  Frowns when he notices the power systems aren't at full power in the pyramid::

CMO_Foley says:
MO: Start work on him with the dermal regenerator, over the area of the wound.

TO_KTracht says:
::turns his scanner to passive mode, and scans the pyramid on the surface::

MO_Essex says:
::hears the CMO's thoughts over his words.. in the next room and walks back to the bio-bed where the EO and CMO are:: CMO: aye sir ::nods .. holding a PADD and dermal generator::

Host CO_Senn says:
TO: We do have a shuttle to retrieve... and I'd rather not leave with these people thinking we came to fire at them.

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
::adds more resources to the translator algorithms::

XO_Zaldivar says:
CO: Thing were going along while we waited for the UT to work, then the Alien leader seemed to trip and fire a beam at my feet.

TO_KTracht says:
::nods::

CEO_Trolle says:
::Realigning the TP control frequencies ::

OPS_Taylor says:
::Starts a language translation to the hail::

Host Mikey says:
ACTION: A beam, coming from the same system as the previous beam, strikes the pyramid....  the top half of the pyramid suddenly opens to reveal a massive "cargo hold".... several alien ships emerge and set course for the Europa..

Host CO_Senn says:
::nods, paying attention at Triton:: XO: And somebody from the AT fired back?

CSO_Elaisya says:
::steps out of the TL Onto the bridge and limps over SCI1::

TO_KTracht says:
::frowns:: CO : Ma'am.. Things just got.. Worse...

XO_Zaldivar says:
CO: EO Teal'c reacted by raising his weapon, then all hell broke loose.

FCO_Sovok says:
::heads for the TL::

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
Self: Uh oh...

TO_KTracht says:
CO : There's a small fleet of ships coming from the surface.. They must have transported them her from that other planet

FCO_Sovok says:
Computer: Bridge!

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
::wonders if he should abandon ship and fudge his transfer orders::

TO_KTracht says:
CO : And they’re heading straight for us

XO_Zaldivar says:
TO: Shields up.

OPS_Taylor says:
::Console bleeps::

Host CO_Senn says:
::turns at the Klingon:: TO: Red alert. ::closes her eyes:: No firing... if they want us out we'll get out.

FCO_Sovok says:
::Arrives on Bridge:: CO: Sorry I am late. Engines giving me some trouble

Host Tolmot says:
@ ::Smiles as the external defenses launch, accesses their control commands and puts them into orbit, but not firing, though weapons systems are online::

MO_Essex says:
EO: hi there :: gently moves the EO's uniform cloth from the effected area and begins the generator over the area:: this shouldn't hurt

TO_KTracht says:
::raises his shields, but doesn’t power the weapons array::

CMO_Foley says:
::taps comm badge:: XO: The EO sustained second degree energy burns, but they have been treated and I expect him to pull through.

CEO_Trolle says:
::transfers emergence power to the forward shields::

Host Tolmot says:
@  ::Opens a communications link with the ship in orbit::

FCO_Sovok says:
:;Takes the Helm::

XO_Zaldivar says:
FCO: take that helm and give us evasive maneuvers.

EO_Teal`c says:
::slowly starts to wake::

Host CO_Senn says:
OPS: Prepare a probe... UFP goals and the like, let's look good there. If we leave, we'll leave it behind.

FCO_Sovok says:
::Engages evasive maneuvers:: XO: Aye Sir!

OPS_Taylor says:
CO: They are hailing us.

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
::gets out of the CSO's way:: CSO:  Greetings Lt. I was uh... subbing for you.

Host CO_Senn says:
::Finally:: OPS: On screen ::takes a seat and looks quite composed::

MO_Essex says:
::grins:: EO: glad your with us.. now just stay still please.. ::continues the beam from the medical device::

XO_Zaldivar says:
*CMO*: Thank you Mr. Foley, good work.

EO_Teal`c says:
::opens eyes and see the MO; startled then realizes he’s in sickbay::

OPS_Taylor says:
::Opens Com link::

Host Tolmot says:
@ ::Orders pilots to surround the ship in orbit, but not to fire::

Host CO_Senn says:
TO: All specs you can find on those ships I'd like to know ::turns back at the screen::

CSO_Elaisya says:
::nods at the CIV:: CIV: Thank you I'm back. ::takes over her station quickly scanning what he has done and continuing::

TO_KTracht says:
CO : Ma'am.. their taking positions around us...

FCO_Sovok says:
CO: Ma'am they are taking flanking positions

XO_Zaldivar says:
TO: Assess their ability to damage us.

EO_Teal`c says:
MO: what happened?

Host Tolmot says:
@ COMM Europa:  Nrrrn Trrn Nrro Mrrroann grrrrmm ooorwa

Host CO_Senn says:
COM: Tolmot: Greetings. I'm Captain Senn Nayla, of the Federation Starship USS Europa.

CMO_Foley says:
::watches the MO work::

TO_KTracht says:
CO : Aye.. ::turns his scanners on one of the incoming ships, again, his sensors in passive mode, rather than active::

CSO_Elaisya says:
::runs passive scans on the incoming ships::

MO_Essex says:
::places hand on the EO's shoulder:: ~~~EO: easy .. you’re safe~~~ You were beamed back with an energy discharge injury..

Host CO_Senn says:
FCO: Try to evade them as much as we can, but I'd like to stay in range for comms, we don't know their systems. As long as they don't fire... we are not firing back.

TO_KTracht says:
::takes that as a hint for himself::

XO_Zaldivar says:
CSO: Do what you can to improve the translator.

EO_Teal`c says:
MO: ok that’s why it hurts

Host Tolmot says:
@ ::Looks at Captain Nayla on screen frustrated, their translator isn't nearly as sophisticated, decides to decipher before transmitting::

FCO_Sovok says:
CO: Understood ::Engages some minimal maneuvers::

Host CO_Senn says:
::whispers:: OPS: Please work on that UT...

OPS_Taylor says:
::Computes the probe::

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
::steps back and leans against Sci II, tapping his Commbadge:: *Shard*: Come up to the Bridge Mr. F'karrin. We may have need of your skills.

Host Tolmot says:
@ COMM Europa:  I am Tolmot, Prime Defender.  State your intentions with this installation.

CMO_Foley says:
EO: You were lucky, the injuries weren't severe.

CSO_Elaisya says:
::glances at the XO wondering why the OPS isn't working on the UT:: OPS: Let's work together on this UT ::punches in some diagnostics::

MO_Essex says:
EO: yes.. but that should be fixed shortly.. just hang on.. ::finishes sealing the wound::

OPS_Taylor says:
::Computes the UT::

TO_KTracht says:
::smiles as the sound comes clear:: CSO,OPS : Nice going..

FCO_Sovok says:
Self: They all seem to say that before going after us

Host CO_Senn says:
COM: Tolmot: We were unaware of your being in that... installation. Our mission was a scientific one, to find out who had built the structure. I am afraid that the incident has been a... regrettable misunderstanding.

CMO_Foley says:
::smiles at the MO and thinks how she is doing a good job::

Host CO_Senn says:
COM: Tolmot: We meant no harm to you, nor your people, nor your installation.

OPS_Taylor says:
CSO: I'm going to send you what I have...::Punches the transfer of the info to the CSO's Console::

XO_Zaldivar says:
::sits silently, trying to read the aliens face for emotional states::

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
<Shard> *CIV*: I'm with your wife Lt. Is it urgent?

FCO_Sovok says:
::Looks transfixed on the screen::

MO_Essex says:
EO: there you go.. ::closes the medical tricorder and set the generator down:: all fixed.. now if you'll just stay still a moment longer ..::reaches for a hypo::

CSO_Elaisya says:
::receives the transferred information and begins running variable language matrix program::

TO_KTracht says:
::looking from the screen to his console, trying to see if the results on his scans of the capabilities of the surrounding ships are back yet::

CSO_Elaisya says:
OPS: See if this helps ::Transfers the information back::

Host CO_Senn says:
::rather interested about the alien's appearance, waiting for him to answer::

Host Tolmot says:
@ COMM Europa:  You trespassed into this installation.  We had every right to defend it.

EO_Teal`c says:
MO: aye

CSO_Elaisya says:
<Kelandra> ::Glares at Shard:: Shard: Just do your job they need you on the bridge...you are needed ::don't know why::

OPS_Taylor says:
::Puts the data into the UT::

CMO_Foley says:
::checks the scans of the EO, looking for anything odd::

CSO_Elaisya says:
::Smiles as she hears the UT working::

Host Tolmot says:
@ COMM Europa: I have six of my defenders down.  We regret the incident as well.

MO_Essex says:
::picks up and checks a hypo cartridge and then administers it to the EO::  EO: an antibiotic.. just in case

CSO_Elaisya says:
::looks at OPS with a small nod::

Host CO_Senn says:
:;bites her lower lip:: COM: Tolmot: We understand. Our only defense is that no beacons alerted us that the installation was not in a state of abandonment, as we first believed. I hope you understand your presence there surprised us as much as ours must have surprised you.

Host CO_Senn says:
::turns to the XO and whispers:: XO: You fired back at them?

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
<Shard> Kela: I can't Ma'am. I have an obligation to you. I'm sure the Lt. can handle it. ::sits next to her::

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
*Shard*: Never mind, we have it fixed. Ahkileez out.

OPS_Taylor says:
CSO: Thanks

MO_Essex says:
::looks at the CMO::  CMO: any thing wrong sir?

FCO_Sovok says:
::Turns to the XO:: XO: Sir what if they do fire. Orders in advance?

Host Tolmot says:
@ COMM Europa: We were responding to the signal that was sent to our defender outpost.  What are your intentions here?

CSO_Elaisya says:
<Kelandra> ::sighs:: Shard: Fine, then go get my bags, I have nothing better to do, I'm going to go set up our quarters ::prisoner in my own home...watched guard...grumbles in Bajoran::

XO_Zaldivar says:
::whispers back:: CO: When the fire fight ensued we had to defend ourselves with suppression fire, any injuries were unintentional.

CSO_Elaisya says:
OPS: you are welcome

CMO_Foley says:
::smiles slightly:: MO: No, nothing at all.

OPS_Taylor says:
::Goes back to working on the Probe::

TO_KTracht says:
::eases his defensive stance, as well as having his fingers stop hovering the charge weapons buttons::

EO_Teal`c says:
MO: How long before I’m back on my feet?

CSO_Elaisya says:
<Kelandra> ::realizes she's still holding her root beer and drinks it in one gulp::

Host CO_Senn says:
::sighs, the guy doesn't understand:: COM: Tolmot: We were on an archeological mission. Your... installation interested us. We regret the loss of your defenders ::thinks, six of them...::

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
<Shard> ::looks skeptical:: Kela: You're sure you won't... try anything? I could have Mary-Jane bring the bags.

CSO_Elaisya says:
::REB at the passive scans she had taken of the ships::

XO_Zaldivar says:
FCO: We are not going to engage them in combat unless things change drastically.  Plot several escape vectors.

MO_Essex says:
::looks at the CMO for the answer:: ~~~CMO: sir.. do you wish to release the EO?~~~

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
::activates his recorders for a report::

Host CO_Senn says:
::nods at the XO::

TO_KTracht says:
::eyes the FCO, almost saying with his eyes "The CO's in open communication.. Stay silent!"::

CSO_Elaisya says:
<Kelandra> Shard: Try something? ::starts getting angry::

Host Tolmot says:
@ COMM Europa: This installation is the property of the Halcyc Alliance.

FCO_Sovok says:
::Plots escape vectors.. Just in case::

MO_Essex says:
::looks at the CMO puzzled and walks over in front of him:: CMO: do you see any reason to hold the EO sir?

XO_Zaldivar says:
::taps out a message to the TO and OPS consoles:: TO/OPS: If things turn violent reinforce our shields as the FCO gets us out of here.

CMO_Foley says:
::stands over the EO:: EO: I'd like to keep you in sickbay for a few more hours.

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
::notes Halcyc Alliance and the apparent technical strength of this attack force::

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
<Shard> ::oh no:: Kela: Sorry, I didn't mean anything by that. I'll get the bags now. ::hastily exits::

EO_Teal`c says:
CMO: Aye sir

Host CO_Senn says:
::an alliance, interesting:: COM: Tolmot: Duly noted. ::darn, what to say to a guy who lost six men in a meaningless battle?::

TO_KTracht says:
::taps a reply:: XO : The shields are up sir.. Weapons are ready, but not charged..

CSO_Elaisya says:
::makes notes and starts doing a search in the LCARS for Halcyc Alliance::

CMO_Foley says:
::turns to the MO and smiles:: MO: Good job.

OPS_Taylor says:
::Brings up the power distribution grids::

MO_Essex says:
::nods and heads off to the surgery staging area.. grabbing a medical tricorder on the way::

XO_Zaldivar says:
::tapping a new message:: TO: Have you determined what  are chances would be in a fire fight?

Host CO_Senn says:
::notices the men tapping messages and thanks the Prophets for small favors, taps one on her own:: XO: Ideas?

FCO_Sovok says:
XO: :;Whispers: I have plotted 3 logical escape vectors that will be the most efficient means of escape

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
<Shard> ::curses himself quietly in his own language:: *Thunder*: Mary-Jane, where are you right now?

TO_KTracht says:
::tapping once more:: XO : I'm still waiting on the results of the scans.. ::hint, hint::

Host Tolmot says:
@ COMM Europa: You will now stand down your weapon systems and turn over the officers that entered the installation.

XO_Zaldivar says:
::taps:: CO: Ask if we can meat to appease them for their loss.

FCO_Sovok says:
::Looks bewildered at the message::

XO_Zaldivar says:
::stands after hearing that message::

Host CO_Senn says:
COM: Tolmot: We will talk about that again in a minute. ::motions to OPS to close the comm::

CSO_Elaisya says:
::looks up at that comment::

CSO_Elaisya says:
::looks at the CO::

OPS_Taylor says:
::COMMLink closed::

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
<Thunder> ::sighs and excuses herself from the poor crewman that's trying to pick her up.:: *Shard*: I'm in the lounge. What do you need?

CSO_Elaisya says:
::steps forward:: CO: Sir?...this was my fault sir I will gladly go

Host CO_Senn says:
XO: Sorry, Triton, but apparently they already know what they want.

FCO_Sovok says:
Self: Boy am I glad the ground swallowed me

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
::mentally files that they may have a very strict Penal code::

CSO_Elaisya says:
<Kelandra> ::grumbles to herself and huffs off down the hall to their new quarters wondering if Shard bothered to feed Lo'Pi::

XO_Zaldivar says:
CO: I am willing to go to the planet to speak with them.  But I recommend against sending the rest of the AT, there actions are my responsibility.

Host Tolmot says:
@ ::Stands back from the console, he was unprepared for such a large insult::

Host CO_Senn says:
All: It was everyone's fault for trespassing, apparently. Before I talk again to Tolmot, I want you to know I'm standing by you... and that Starfleet's long range probes should be banned.

Host CO_Senn says:
OPS: Hail Tolmot again, please... we need to find out how their legal system works.

Host Tolmot says:
@ ::Talks to his team, and enters commands in the console to bring the installation's external weapons online::

OPS_Taylor says:
::Open COMMlink::

CSO_Elaisya says:
::steps back to her station as she is obviously being ignored::

CMO_Foley says:
::sets the computer to monitor the EO:: EO: Just lay there, if all goes well I can release you soon.

XO_Zaldivar says:
CO: Will that be enough? We are risking a war over a misunderstanding.  At least consider sending me down.

OPS_Taylor says:
CO: Commlink open.

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
<Shard> *Thunder*: I need to bring up the Lt's family's luggage. Can you assist?

TO_KTracht says:
::frowns:: CO : Ma'am.. I'm picking up multiple weapons charging on the pyramid in the surface....

Host CO_Senn says:
XO: I'll consider everything... but not without munching them over first.

CSO_Elaisya says:
<Kelandra> ::arrives at her quarters and sits down on the bed:: Self: I can't believe this is happening

TO_KTracht says:
TO : I think you should talk to them...

Host CO_Senn says:
TO: All right, Ens.

FCO_Sovok says:
::Puts the Evasive escape vectors on standby::

Host Tolmot says:
@ COMM Europa:  Captain Nayla... I am gravely insulted by your act of ignorance.  Power down your weapons and turn over the trespassers NOW!

EO_Teal`c says:
CMO: aye ::laying down and just takes in a deep breath and closes his eyes and relaxes::

Host CO_Senn says:
FCO: Be ready to get us out of here if they fire, but don't do anything before that.

XO_Zaldivar says:
CSO: return to your station.  we are not assigning blame here.

MO_Essex says:
::has a seat on the bio-bed under the overhead sensor array and rubs head in frustration.. sighs and begins a scan of self using the overhead array::

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
::watches the Bridge crew operate and takes everything down for a report::

FCO_Sovok says:
::gets ready to hit the engage button on his console::

TO_KTracht says:
::frowns, and thinks to himself "Arrogant.. You'd be no match for me.."::

CSO_Elaisya says:
::limps the rest of the way to her station thinking "I was on my way sheesh"::

Host CO_Senn says:
COM: Tolmot: You must understand I need to know how your legal system works. ::thinks, About my ignorance, that's my prerogative::

CMO_Foley says:
::notes what the MO is doing and frowns, he then heads over:: MO: Natalia is something wrong?

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
<Thunder> *Shard*: I'm on my way. ::sighs and excuses herself from the crewman and heads for the TL and down to the shuttlebay::

Host CO_Senn says:
COM: Tolmot: And my name is Captain Senn.

Host Tolmot says:
@ COMM Europa:  I have already accessed the information about your legal system.  And trespassing on a culture which does not wish it, is a violation of your Prime Directive, correct?

TO_KTracht says:
::represses his instincts, and stays silent..::

MO_Essex says:
:::is distracted.. looks up in surprise and closes the tricorder hard:: CMO: oh no sir.. I was umm just checking .. for  uhh system bugs 

FCO_Sovok says:
Self: This isn’t good...

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
::easy access to our communications and data-transfer systems, Hmm.. makes a note::

OPS_Taylor says:
::Pulls up the Prime Directive::

Host CO_Senn says:
COM: Tolmot: Are you going to use *our* legal system, First Defender Tolmot?

XO_Zaldivar says:
::stays standing rigidly::

CSO_Elaisya says:
::looks to see if the computer has located any information on the requested Alliance::

CMO_Foley says:
::continues to look at her:: MO: System bugs? Are you sure nothing's wrong? ::becomes a little worried::

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
<Shard> *Thunder*: Thanks, I owe you one. ::steps into the TL: TL: Deck 8.

TO_KTracht says:
::starts searching immediately on where this guy could have gotten that info from, since he didn't see any alarms on his console about unauthorized access to the Ships« computer::

Host Tolmot says:
@ COMM Europa: We will use our Legal system, but we insist you uphold yours for extradition.

CEO_Trolle says:
CO: It however is not a crime against the prime directive if the territories in question is know to contain no sentient life

Host Tolmot says:
@ COMM Europa:  And its Prime Defender, Captain.

Host CO_Senn says:
CEO: I am well aware of that.

CEO_Trolle says:
CO: Sorry Sir I spoke out of turn

MO_Essex says:
::::hugs the tricorder to her chest and grins:: CMO: no sir.. everything’s.. ::tricorder beep that the scan is complete and keeps beeping::

Host CO_Senn says:
::first defender, prime defender, who cares?:: COM: Tolmot: We do not wish to violate our laws not yours, but as their Captain, it is my duty to oversee they are judged fairly.

CSO_Elaisya says:
::sighs in frustration and hopes negotiations will go well so that she can research this newly discovered society while they are here::

CEO_Trolle says:
::bows head and returns to the console::

TO_KTracht says:
::moves uncomfortably in his chair::

CMO_Foley says:
::notes the tricorder and stays where he is::

Host CO_Senn says:
::nods at Trolle:: CEO: No harm done, Ensign.

CSO_Elaisya says:
<Kelandra> *Shard*: Is Lo'Pi with you?

FCO_Sovok says:
XO: ::Whispers:: What if they decide to board? What if they can transport through our shields?

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
<Shard> *Kela*: No Ma'am. I thought she was with you.

Host Tolmot says:
@ COMM Europa:  Very well.. but if you do not uphold laws as dictated by your Federation.  We will make ourselves known to your Federation Council.  Your laws are in your very own database.  We have been aware or your Federation for awhile.

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
<Thunder> ::steps out of the TL and walks over to the Phasma entering the unlock codes::

CSO_Elaisya says:
<Lo'Pi> ::climbs up on the counter in the lounge and eats Ensign Valar's meal::

XO_Zaldivar says:
::whispers:: CO: Ask for a database of their laws and time to prepare our defense.

CSO_Elaisya says:
::wonders why the Aliens can access their database and searches for a way to use their technology to search the alien database:::

TO_KTracht says:
::finds no unauthorized access on the Ship's computer, the remember.. The downed shuttle..::

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
<Shard> ::steps out of the TL and sees the open hatch.:: Thunder: Mary-Jane?

XO_Zaldivar says:
::taps to console:: FCO: One nightmare at a time please Mr. Sovok.

Host CO_Senn says:
COM: Tolmot: Then you must know, that we would never intentionally trespass on other culture's property nor fight you. I am asking you, in the hopes of solving this incident in a fair way for all parties concerned, to share with us your laws, so we can defend our people.

CSO_Elaisya says:
<Valar> Lo'Pi: Hey! ::jumps back in fear::

CMO_Foley says:
::gently takes the tricorder:: MO: I suppose you wouldn't mind if I took a look? ::opens it and examines what it says::

TO_KTracht says:
::links to the Shuttle's computer on the surface, and scans it's logs for any access to the computer's database::

MO_Essex says:
CMO: well I.. ::starts to protest:: no .. I guess I don't ..

CSO_Elaisya says:
<Lo'Pi> ::snuffles and walks along the counter long claws clicking::

Host Mikey says:
%<Alien in the Craft> ::getting an itchy trigger finger::

Host Tolmot says:
@ COMM Europa: Regardless of what you would intentionally or unintentionally do.  Your officers trespassed.  Warnings about this installation are on the main entrance way, which your people clearly ignored.

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
<Thunder> Shard: In here. Hurry up, it's happy hour in the lounge. ::throws the bags out to a startled Shard::

CMO_Foley says:
::frowns at the readings:: MO: This could be serious, why didn't you tell me? ::is concerned::

TO_KTracht says:
::notices the CSO trying to find the answer to the same question he's posing, and sends a message to her console:: CSO : Look at this.. ::sends her the data from the downed shuttle:: CSO : This is where they got the info from..

Host CO_Senn says:
::taps a message:: XO: Our laws have it that the Captain is responsible for the crew's actions under his/her command. He seems to have missed that part...

CSO_Elaisya says:
<Valar> *SEC*: We have a strange dangerous looking animal loose in the lounge

CSO_Elaisya says:
::Sighs:: TO: I see

CEO_Trolle says:
::starts modifications on several Photon torpedoes to enhance there destructive abilities even though there is a danger of premature detonation when activated::

XO_Zaldivar says:
::return tap:: CO: On an AT mission the XO is the ultimate authority, so its my responsibility.

TO_KTracht says:
::receives the strange message on his comm badge:: *Valar* : What?

MO_Essex says:
CMO: but sir.. ::sighs and reaches for the tricorder:: it's nothing.. I just haven't been sleeping .. that’s all.. now if you don't mind.. can I finish my diagnostic please?

Host CO_Senn says:
::blinks, darn glyphs:: COM: Tolmot: I am sure you know, since you have our laws, that the glyphs are not understandable to us. We meant to study them, to find out their meaning. And the door of the pyramid did open on its own.

CSO_Elaisya says:
<Kelandra> ::jumps up and runs out of her quarters:: Computer: Locate a baby Sehlat somewhere on the ship and inform me of it's location

Host Tolmot says:
@ COMM Europa: Actually, they did not.  The shuttle which landed on the planet, created a temporary gravimetric field which overrode the locks on the door, pulling it open.

Host CO_Senn says:
::return message:: XO: Don't argue. One over five is a good deal, the problem is he might not take it.

CMO_Foley says:
::resists for a second, then hands the tricorder over:: MO: I can help you know. ::smiles warmly::

FCO_Sovok says:
::Wonders if any of this is his fault::

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
<Shard> ::grabs the bags and struggles toward the TL:: Thunder: Hurry up Mary-Jane. I want to make this in one trip please.

MO_Essex says:
::looks at the tricorder:: CMO: that’s ok sir.. I'm sure I'll get use to things and everything will be ok.. ::opens the tricorder and clears the scan::

Host Tolmot says:
@ COMM Europa:  I am giving you thirty of your minutes to research your own database, and legal system.  If at that time, the officers in question are not here for trial.  We will have a problem.

TO_KTracht says:
::calls for a security team to go to the lounge::

Host CO_Senn says:
COM: Tolmot: Then you know as well, that this is all a misunderstanding. I do not wish to confront your laws, I do wish for us to reach a solution that might open a door to a future understanding between our people.

XO_Zaldivar says:
::taps:: CO: You are right 1 is better then 5, and losing an XO is better then losing a CO.

Host Mikey says:
ACTION: One of the craft fires a warning shot, to snow they mean business...

FCO_Sovok says:
CO: Ma'aM?!

Host CO_Senn says:
COM: Tolmot: I request your permission to go with them, and a couple of other officers.

TO_KTracht says:
::a warning light goes off in his console:: CO : They fired what seems to be a warning hot..

CSO_Elaisya says:
<Valar> *TO*: There is a strange animal running out of the lounge ::follows:: and towards the TL

Host CO_Senn says:
FCO: Steady, Mr. Sovok

TO_KTracht says:
<Sec> ::arrives at the Lounge:: All : What's going on here?

Host CO_Senn says:
TO: I guess.

TO_KTracht says:
<Sec> ::notices the strange animal passing by him:: All : oh.. ok.. ::starts after the animal::

FCO_Sovok says:
::eases up and removes his finger from the engage button::

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
::Steps down off the platform and leans close to the Captain:: CO: Can I accompany you?

CMO_Foley says:
::frowns slightly for a second, but nods:: MO: If you need anything Natalia, anything. I'm here. ::slight smile::

CSO_Elaisya says:
<Computer> Kelandra: Unable to comply

CEO_Trolle says:
::Finishes the mods to 4 of the Photon Torpedoes::

Host CO_Senn says:
OPS: Is the comm channel closed?

CSO_Elaisya says:
<Valar> ::looks over at the SEC:: SEC: That! ::points at the baby Sehlat loping down the corridor and just about to enter the TL

Host CO_Senn says:
CIV: I'll think about it... ::takes a deep breath:: How good are you at law?

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
<Thunder> ::snickers that the made Shard take all the big bags and follows him over to the TL after locking down the Phasma::

TO_KTracht says:
CO : Permission to go down with you ma'am.. You can't go down there without any security officers.. Not on this occasion..

OPS_Taylor says:
::Checks console.::

MO_Essex says:
::looks up at the CMO:: CMO: thanks.. I'll keep that in mind .. don't let me hold your form your patients.. this thing hasn't had a good going over since launch.. I'm sure it needs a good work out 

FCO_Sovok says:
CO: Ma'am May I suggest to accompany you?

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
CO: Pretty good. ::whispers:: We have to know how to break them.

Host CO_Senn says:
::waits for Tolmot to answer her request::

Host Tolmot says:
@ COMM Europa:  You have thirty minutes.

TO_KTracht says:
<Sec> ::Jumps, and manages to catch the baby Shevat BEFORE it enters the TL::

CEO_Trolle says:
CO: I have taken the liberty to modify 4 Torpedoes that when fired together will create a subspace ripple completely paralyze the alien ships::

Host CO_Senn says:
COM: Tolmot: I request permission for myself and a couple other officers to accompany the team, Prime Defender Tolmot.

CEO_Trolle says:
CO: if it works:

XO_Zaldivar says:
TO/FCO: Stand down, the AT will be selected in due time.

Host CO_Senn says:
CEO: We will not fire against them.

CMO_Foley says:
::smiles at her and goes back to the EO and checks his scans:: EO: Well I can't see any problems, you're free to leave. Just don't step in front of any more weapons fire. ::grins::

TO_KTracht says:
::nods at the XO, still concerned with his Captain’s, and the entire AT's security down there::

CSO_Elaisya says:
::wonders if she'll be going back down to the planet and creates a special recording program then uploads it to her tricorder just in case::

EO_Teal`c says:
CMO: thanks

CEO_Trolle says:
CO: For defense only to allow us to escape

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
<Shard/Thunder> ::ride the TL up to the Residential Deck::

TO_KTracht says:
<Sec> All : Who's pet is this? ::looks at the people who followed him out the lounge::

EO_Teal`c says:
::gets up off biobed slowly::

Host CO_Senn says:
::takes a deep breath:: All: Well, you heard everything. I'll think about who will go with us when the time comes... in the meantime we have 30 minutes, and we'd better get to work.

Host Tolmot says:
@ COMM Europa:  I wouldn't have expected otherwise.  Consult your law first Captain.  We will be ready to receive you in thirty minutes.

EO_Teal`c says:
::sits up::

MO_Essex says:
::watches the CMO leave and then frowns with a sigh... begins another scan and begins to give the sensor array a work out::

Host CO_Senn says:
CEO: We'd be breaching our own laws if we were to do that. Our hands are tied here, Mr. Trolle.

CEO_Trolle says:
CO: Yes ma’am

FCO_Sovok says:
XO: Sir may I have permission to go to Holodeck 1 and test our Escape Vectors?

CSO_Elaisya says:
<Kelandra> ::tries to figure out where Lo'Pi would go on a new ship and heads for the food::

XO_Zaldivar says:
FCO: Granted.

EO_Teal`c says:
::notices my shirt is unbuttoned; buttons it up::

Host CO_Senn says:
COM: Tolmot: I will close the communication here if you have no problem with that, Prime Defender. I will see you in thirty minutes.

CTO_Luk_Nimitz says:
::wakes up and looks around:: Computer: What's the time? Com> 0515 Self: I have 45 minutes yet

XO_Zaldivar says:
OPS: Close the COMM.

CSO_Elaisya says:
<Lo'Pi> ::squirms in the arms of her captor::

FCO_Sovok says:
::Taps his Comm badge:: *EO*: will you meet me in Holodeck 1?

OPS_Taylor says:
CO, aye:: Closes COMMLink::

FCO_Sovok says:
::walks towards the TL::

CEO_Trolle says:
::Scans the monitors and diagnostic reports for any new information::

Host Tolmot says:
@ ::Steps back and begins powering up the other sections of the installation, preparing for their incoming guests::

EO_Teal`c says:
::gets up::

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
<Thunder> ::knocks on the door:: Kela: Ma'am?

FCO_Sovok says:
Computer: Holodeck 1.

Host CO_Senn says:
XO: I have studied the Prime Directive and all General Orders recently... We have some stuff in favor, and some other against.

TO_KTracht says:
<Sec> ::manages to keep the little Sehlat in his grasp::

CMO_Foley says:
::clears up the instruments he used to treat the EO::

CTO_Luk_Nimitz says:
Computer: Replicate a cup of coffee, Raktajino and 4 croissants

MO_Essex says:
::finishes the scan and makes a note on a PADD of the sensor units that need adjusting.. looks over the findings and shrugs.. Downloads them into a separate PADD and clears the scan results.. heads back to main sickbay::

EO_Teal`c says:
*FCO*: aye sir be there in a minute

CSO_Elaisya says:
<Kelandra> ::sighs:: *SEC*: I seem to have misplaced my pet...a baby Sehlat?

XO_Zaldivar says:
CO: I can not let you go down to the planet.  We can not predict how they will react.  For the same reason we should keep the AT to a minimum number.

Host CO_Senn says:
All: Everyone, we have a job to do, and not much time to do it. I want everyone reviewing our General Orders, and let's grab every bit of it we find in our favor, and be prepared to be accused with every single bit as well.

TO_KTracht says:
<Sec> *Kelandra* : Would it happen to be a strange creature that left the lounge?

FCO_Sovok says:
::arrives at Holodeck 1:: Computer: Run Program Sovok2 Delta 3

OPS_Taylor says:
CO: Aye, Captain

EO_Teal`c says:
::starts to leave Sickbay; stops before the door and checks to see if my uniform is properly done up::

MO_Essex says:
::stands at the door way and watches David.. holding 2 PADDs to chest::

CIV_LtJG_Ahkileez says:
<Shard> ::looks at Mary-Jane:: Thunder: It's not open?

CSO_Elaisya says:
<Kelandra> *Sec*: Is she the size of a small targ and very friendly?

CMO_Foley says:
::watches the EO leave then turns back to the MO::

TO_KTracht says:
CO, XO : I just hope you two aren't thinking of going down there without any security..

CTO_Luk_Nimitz says:
<Computer> Done ::walks towards the replicator, takes his breakfast and goes to the table::

Host CO_Senn says:
XO: We'll have to talk about it, Triton. But I can't let you go down there just like that.

Host CO_Senn says:
TO: I hope you aren't thinking of going down there armed.

TO_KTracht says:
<Sec> *Kelandra* : Friendly? ::looks at the creature debating in his hands:: Not really.. Small yes..

TO_KTracht says:
CO : Never crossed my mind ma'am..

Host CO_Senn says:
::grins at K'Tracht::

Host Mikey says:
<<< End Europa Mission... Stardate 10004.23 - 21:00 Eastern >>>

Host Mikey says:
   <<< End Europa Mission... Stardate 10004.23 - 21:00 Eastern >>>
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